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ကမၻာ့ေရႊေစ်း              = ၁၄၉၇ /-US$ 

  ျမန္မာ့ေရႊေစ်း               = ၁၂၃၃၀၀၀/- က်ပ္ 

  ေဒၚလာေစ်း                = ၁၅၃၉/- က်ပ္ 

  CBM Rate                   = ၁၅၃၆.၇/က်ပ္ 

  ယူရို တစ္ယူရို    = ၁၆၉၉.၄ က်ပ္  

  စကၤာပူတစ္ေဒၚလာ       = ၁၁၁၅.၇ က်ပ္ 

  စတာလင္ေပါင္တစ္ေပါင္  = ၁၉၂၀.၃ က်ပ္ 

  ဂ်ပန္ယန္းတစ္ရာ           = ၁၄၂၂.၈ က်ပ္ 

  ၾသစေၾတးလ်တစ္ေဒၚလာ = ၁၀၄၄.၁က်ပ္ 

  တ႐ုတ္ယြမ္ (တစ္ယြမ္)   = ၂၁၆.၅၄ က်ပ္ 

  အိႏိၵယ႐ူပီး (တစ္႐ူပီး)    = ၂၁.၆၀၁ က်ပ္ 

  ကုိရီးယား၀မ္တစ္ရာ      = ၁၂၈.၇၄ က်ပ္ 

  မေလးရွားရင္းဂစ္         = ၃၆၆.၅၄ က်ပ္ 

  ထုိင္းဘတ္တစ္ဘတ္    = ၅၀.၃၅၉ က်ပ္ 

Source: CBM Rate, etrademyanmar.com 
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သုေတသနဌာနခြဲ 
 

ဖုုန္း       ၀၁-၃၇၁၂၀၃ 
            ၀၁-၃၇၆၄၁၆ 
            ၀၁-၃၇၆၄၉၀ 
ဖတ္စ္     ၀၁- ၃၇၆၄၁၆ 
 
http://www.myantrade.org 
myantradetir2016@gmail.com 
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market.html 
Thura  News  Views 

Power production hits 5,600 Megawatt in Myanmar  

The Ministry of Electricity and Energy (MOEE) says Myanmar is now producing 5,600 megawatt of power 

per year. It will not stop there, according to a report by Eleven Media. Rising demand for power and the 

  v       ’                    d   l     f         oals are the cause of the surge.  

“       p      ,  l             p                           d f    15    19 p                   ,”     

K     ,          f   El            d E     ,   ld El v     d  . “   [ xp   ]      l             p       ll    

increased to 4,531 megawatts by [the 2020-21 fiscal year] and we are [planning] to increase the electricity 

p  d       [  ] 2,757          .”  

Currently, 4.9 million households are not connected to the national grid, ac-counting for around 50 percent 

of the population. U Win Khaing said the government plans to break the 50 percent mark by the end of this 

year. It aims to reach 100 percent electrification in the city of Yangon by the end of next year. 
To meet these goals, new power plants are already in the works in Tanintharyi Region, Yangon Region and 

Ayeyarwaddy Region. The MOEE says it will continue to rely on hydroelectric dams and natural gas power 

plants for production. More solar power production is planned to be introduced in 2020.  

It remains to be seen if the recent tariff increase in Yangon will stunt the growing demand for power. In 

July, power bills more than doubled for many households. This is a move designed to make the Yangon 

Electricity Supply Corporation (YESC) more sustainable and reduce reliance on government subsidies. YESC 

earnings leapt 65 percent as a result.  

Saudi drone attack impacts on local fuel prices  

Industry experts are predicting that the recent spike in global fuel prices results in higher petroleum 

product prices. It is expected that it will make Myanmar fuel imports more expensive. Myanmar imports 

diesel and petrol from Singapore and there are also imports from Thailand and China at the border.  

Gl   l   l p           20 p                k   f        k  d’       k         d          oil facility. The 

attack has removed 5 percent of global supplies. The estimated value of lost production is about 5.7 million 

barrels a day. Based on reports, experts expect that significant volumes could come back on stream within 

days. However, it could take weeks to restore full capacity.  

U          ,            f         P    l       d             ,    d      “ f  l   l   l p           l   , 

     l   l p        ll        l       ll.      f p                      l   l p        ll        .”     dd d  hat 

local fuel prices are regularly subject to global price shifts.  

The local oil price also depends on the stability of the exchange rate of the Myanmar Kyat. If the Kyat is 

weak, import prices will be high.  

According to the Ministry of Commerce (MOC), fuel imports have actually decreased so far in fiscal year 

2018-19. Diesel imports fell by a value of USD 379 million and petrol fell by USD 5 million.  

Myanmar slices taxes on undeclared income in de facto amnesty law  

       ’  U     P  l            pp  ved the 2019 Tax Law, cutting taxes for unassessed income to rates 
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as low as three percent. The new law serves as a de facto amnesty for individuals and businesses with high 

levels of undeclared income.  

Under the new law, which goes into effect on October 1st, income with no identified source will only be 

taxed three percent up to MMK 100 million, five percent up to MMK 300 million, 10 percent up to MMK 3 

billion, and 30 per-cent for MMK 3 billion and higher.  

Previous rates for such income were between 15 and 30 percent, which parliament feared incentivized 

people to not declare their full wealth and not pay their full taxes. In theory, the drastically lower tax rate 

will entice people to divulge their true income and actually pay their taxes rather than risk tax evasion 

charges.  

A similar proposal was brought before parliament last year, but critics bashed the tax cut as rewarding 

those who have neglected to pay taxes and punishing law abiding citizens who have always paid the full 

amount.  

However, this     ’  v             d         f      p  d d            p  k d             f    U     

Thein, deputy governor of the Central Bank of Myanmar (CBM). The rumors caused long lines at bank 

branches as people scrambled to withdraw their money. (And equally long l              ’    ld    p .   

Although the government denied a full-blown crisis (and U Soe Thein soon resigned his post), it hopes the 

tax amnesty will allow companies and entrepreneurs to re-invest their unassessed income and begin paying 

off their out-standing loans. In a recent editorial, Frontier magazine pointed out that the Asia-Pacific Group 

             d      d  l   d                 d d      k  “  j     p  v      ”     v  d l  d       

their international grey list.  

“             d                v      p    d   d    ld    pl   d    k               l      x      ,”     

 d      l      d. “G v       l  k  f   p       ,     x                                      d  l   d 

income to put it into the property sector is not going to be viewed favorably.” P  l       v   d 498 ‘   ’ 

out of 570 to approve the tax bill. 
Japanese replace Chinese in Yangon railway project  

          l         d  pp d     pl    d C       p            G       ll f         ’            l 

railway station project. The Japanese firm Sumitomo has been selected as the new partner.  

The ambitious development in downtown Yangon will take eight-years to complete and cost USD 2.5 

billion. Sino Great Wall had been initially chosen for the consortium of development partners but it has 

been dropped. This happened after a track record of debt problems. U Aung Thu Latt, General Manager of 

Myanma Railways, told The Myanmar Times that the Japanese company Sumitomo was chosen based on 

the advice from international consultancies. The project will continue exactly as planned despite the 

partner change.  

The consortium still includes two members that work closely with Sino Great Wall, the Myanmar Times 

reported. These partners include local developer Mottama Holdings and Singaporean firm Oxley Holdings. 

They are working with Sino Great Wall on two high-profile condominiums. Mottama is currently developing 

nine projects worth USD 1 billion, all yet to be completed. Singaporean analysts have flagged Oxley 
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Holdings for high debt levels.  

The eight-year, USD 2.5 billion Central Railway Station project is designed to improve the speed and 

efficiency of Yangon mass transit with a new, 63.5-acre complex. It will also renovate and preserve the 

existing Yangon Central Railway station, which is a heritage icon.  

Myanmar Rice Federation expands China export deal  

                   d             ,          ll              f          ’         d     ,   ll  xp    

250,000 tonnes of rice to China. A new MOU was signed with the China National Cereals, Oils and 

Foodstuffs Corporation, The Myanmar Times reported.  

The MOU expands on an existing agreement signed in June that calls for an export volume of 100,000 

tonnes. How-ever, Myanmar has exported 90,000 tonnes of rice to China already. A Times report pointed 

out that border trade volume has been down due to renewed fighting near the border and tighter 

restrictions from China as it tries to clamp down on illegal trade. The MRF signed the new export deal as it 

searches for new potential trade partners overseas.  

             l    l p    d,                    ld’    p       xp     .     v  ,       l    l  xp     

collapsed in the late 20th century under its disastrous socialist regime. The MRF claims that Myanmar 

consumes almost all of its rice domestically and exports relatively little. Myanmar still produces some of the 

highest amounts of rice in the world. In the 2017-2018 fiscal year, Myanmar only exported 3.6 million 

tonnes of rice, according to official data. That is sm ll f         f C    ’         p    ,                     

the hundreds of millions of tonnes.  

Underdeveloped infrastructure and a failure to conform to international market standards has kept exports 

low for all crops. However, for years the MRF and Myanmar government have been looking for new rice 

   k   .      d                  d        p              ld    k: “             d    k   p   p        

accommodate higher rice ex-ports from Myanmar over the next 10-15 years. China is becoming a large net 

importer of Myanmar rice. The European Union has opened its markets for duty free imports from 

       .” 
Source: Thura Swiss News (Issue 383 September 19, 2019) 
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